Every mass murder, before the victims' bodies are laid to eternal rest, prompts hoplophobes to demand oxymoronic “common-sense gun-control” laws. One non-negotiable item on their agenda always includes closing the so-called gun-show loophole, which would outlaw any private firearms transfer without a federally-licensed dealer and a background check.

It makes no difference to them that firearms involved in crime are almost never purchased at gun shows. The bills typically have little or nothing to do with gun shows, that’s just a name they like. The guns may have been stolen from their rightful owner or bought on the street from another criminal. It is of no import if the murderer legally purchased them and passed the background check with flying colors. They simply demand this piece of golden fleece they’ve been trained to demand.

Unfortunately for society and safety, leftist hoplophobes ignore all the practical, proposed solutions that probably work. They reject the tried-and-true solutions that worked in Israel for 70 years against Islamic terrorists, which includes arming guards, teachers, and parents, and hardening vulnerable civilian targets. They loudly veto armed guards in schools even though they support and demand armed guards securing government buildings and banks. If their actions are a measure, government buildings and bank vaults are more precious to leftists than their children and vulnerable civilians.

If their actions are a measure, government buildings and bank vaults are more precious to leftists than their children and vulnerable civilians. The despots and dictators, the corrupt power-mad immoral politicians, even somewhat decent politicians, and especially the determined slave owners within their midst were going to be armed to the teeth. These malefactors were going to have and invent ever more deadly weapons and means of oppression as time went on. If Americans weren’t free to be equally armed, a free country was little more than a pipe dream.

Being called into the fray today for defense of an armed public is not a dark art or evil science, it is among the highest of callings. It is liberty personified.

The Danger of Universal Gun Registration

by Dr. Julius Decker

Every mass murder, before the victims’ bodies are laid to eternal rest, prompts hoplophobes to demand oxymoronic “common-sense gun-control” laws. One non-negotiable item on their agenda always includes closing the so-called gun-show loophole, which would outlaw any private firearms transfer without a federally-licensed dealer and a background check.

It makes no difference to them that firearms involved in crime are almost never purchased at gun shows. The bills typically have little or nothing to do with gun shows, that’s just a name they like. The guns may have been stolen from their rightful owner or bought on the street from another criminal. It is of no import if the murderer legally purchased them and passed the background check with flying colors. They simply demand this piece of golden fleece they’ve been trained to demand.

Unfortunately for society and safety, leftist hoplophobes ignore all the practical, proposed solutions that probably work. They reject the tried-and-true solutions that worked in Israel for 70 years against Islamic terrorists, which includes arming guards, teachers, and parents, and hardening vulnerable civilian targets. They loudly veto armed guards in schools even though they support and demand armed guards securing government buildings and banks. If their actions are a measure, government buildings and bank vaults are more precious to leftists than their children and vulnerable civilians.

Why do leftists propose measures that do not work, but reject practical solutions that do work? Some of their irrational resistance can be attributed to fear, ignorance of firearms (and gun shows!), the true nature of evil and their fantasies about how life should be—rather than how it really is. However, the majority of leftists are not stupid. Their objective is not saving innocent lives.

Instead, they seek to destroy America’s existing institutions and liberties. Their goal is to erect a new utopian world to their liking, with the blood of martyrs beneath its gleaming foundations. If 100 or 100 million innocent lives pave the road to a secular Heaven on Earth, the cost is acceptable. To them. Or to the puppet masters who mislead them.

The Left Knows What It’s Doing

Why do leftists always insist upon a “universal gun registration” system, a constant thread in their so-called gun-show bills? Because they know the ultimate check on their utopian fantasies is America’s foundation of almost 250 years of constitutional liberties bequeathed by our Founding Fathers and
Million Shekel Quiz

“There are no right answers, except of course there are.”

1. If someone tries to kill you it’s legal to:
   - a) Be killed
   - b) Try to run away
   - c) Fight back any way you can
   - d) Kill the attacker first
   - e) All of the above
   - f) None of the above

2. When is it ever OK to kill someone under the laws of the state and of nature?
   - a) When they really need killin’
   - b) Whenever you feel like it
   - c) If they get you real angry or take your stuff
   - d) Only if they’re actually trying to illegally kill you
   - e) Only “d”

3. Who should be allowed to have a means of instant lethality?
   - a) Only police and government forces
   - b) Bodyguards and security people
   - c) Nobody ever under any circumstances
   - d) You
   - e) Man these questions are hard and weren’t taught in school

4. What means of instant lethality should be allowed?
   - a) Knives, swords and edged weapons
   - b) Rifles, shotguns and handguns
   - c) Aircraft with rockets and bombs
   - d) Ships with cannons
   - e) Trebuchets
   - f) Slings
   - g) Sticks and stones
   - h) All of the above and more
   - i) None of the above

5. Who does the allowing for instantly lethal weapons?
   - a) Anyone
   - b) No one
   - c) Only government agents
   - d) The king
   - e) Criminals
   - f) You
   - g) These questions make my brain hurt

6. What is the penalty for having instantly lethal weapons?
   - a) None
   - b) None if you’re an official
   - c) None unless you’re caught
   - d) Fines
   - e) Prison
   - f) Death
   - g) Molon labe

7. If you are lethally attacked are you obligated to respond non-lethally?
   - a) Yes
   - b) No
   - c) I don’t understand the question

8. If someone tries to illegally kill you, must you respond nonlethally?
   - a) If you’re a Buddhist, maybe
   - b) If you’re lily livered and willing to die
   - c) It’s typically wise to employ a continuum of force.
   - d) False. Deadly force is authorized.

9. If guns went away altogether, would crime go away?
   - a) None
   - b) None if you’re an official
   - c) None unless you’re caught
   - d) Fines
   - e) Prison
   - f) Death
   - g) Molon labe

10. Did crime and murder get invented only after guns were invented?
    - a) No
    - b) No

11. Did guns help prevent crime and murder after they were invented?
    - a) Yes
    - b) Yes
    - c) I don’t understand the question

12. Did the government’s Centers for Disease Control hide the results of its three scientific studies that found guns prevent 2.46 million crimes and murders every year, and this is the main reason Congress refuses to fund their gun-related research?
    - a) Yes

13. Did “news” media suppress stories of this massive fraud, and continue to bitterly complain Congress won’t fund CDC gun “research” without explanation?
    - a) Yes
    - b) Revoke the media’s licenses (sorry, they’re unlicensed)

14. Would good people re-invent guns to protect themselves against crime if guns suddenly magically disappeared? Would evil forces re-invent guns to further perpetrate anti-social behavior and crime for the same reason?
    - a) Yes
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New “STOP” Laws

“SEVERE THREAT ORDERS OF PROTECTION”

The newest invention of anti-gun-rights leftists, “red flag laws” are supposed to spot and disarm the most incredibly dangerous maniacs running loose in society. A person intimately familiar with the lunatic (family members or others) can go to authorities (who are also empowered to flag unexploded miscreants), insist the potential mass murderer is on the verge of committing atrocities, and without full (or maybe any) due process, get armed agents of the state to break in (if necessary) and remove the person’s firearms with court-approved paperwork, a “STOP” order.

No psych evaluation is required. The judge (or police, or relatives, or friends, or recent cohabiter, or significant others) will be a stand-in for a shrink. The word of the aggrieved or fearful party (the petitioner) is sufficient, within guidelines. Lying to get the order will be a crime, if it can be proven. Afterwards, people whose rights have been voided and whose property is confiscated can make an appearance and appeal at their own expense. Then a judge can take the risk, decide to remove the red flag from an individual, and give the guns back.

“Your honor, I’m not crazy, my wife hates me, give me my guns!” You be the judge. Here’s the real problem: “A person too dangerous to bear their own arms is too dangerous to be wandering around in public.”

That argument holds little weight with the terrified holophasic gun haters who dreamed up this abject destruction of the rule of law. Legislators ignore it completely in enacting red-flag laws. They do nothing to stop criminals from discreetly carrying, and they don’t prevent crime. That’s what criminals do, with or without the law, and since criminals can’t touch a gun, a carry-permit law is a meaningless redundant smokescreen only affecting the innocent. One real problem is that so many armed criminals get caught, partially processed, then released, and never seriously punished.

Innocent decent Americans on the other hand, when caught with their property but without “papers,” face an inordinately expensive, personally ruinous trek through the legal system, a potential loss of rights, and the victim, well, there isn’t one. Just the innocent citizen suffers, pointlessly.
Is It Guns Or The Times?

The classroom psycho-murderer-children problem has little to do with gun types or bump stocks or background checks. It’s all about these psycho-murderer children. We never used to have those. But we always had guns, and for most of the time, there was never even paperwork to get them. Go figure.

Getting Your Head On Straight

Gun control is preventing dangerous violent criminals from being armed. Crime control is reducing the amount of crime occurring. Attempting to disarm or subarm the American public, even incrementally, is infringement, which is illegal, immoral, a violation of the oath of office for elected officials, and merits removal from office. Crazy people who go on berserk killing sprees with guns, knives, cars, pushing people in front of trains, or by poisoning products, putting razors in apples, eating their neighbors and similar atrocities is a growing mental health issue. It cannot be solved by any form of infringement, and suggesting infringement as a solution is a desperate cry for help from people who need treatment themselves.

“Civil Rights” Group Outs Itself

The group whose very name invokes civil rights, the American Civil Liberties Union, has announced its annual show in Wash. D.C. for June 10-12, is to “defend our democracy.” Even a schoolchild knows this nation is a republic, not a democracy, and that our Founders detested a democracy—not mentioned in any founding document and denounced in the Federalist Papers. Oops, today’s schoolchildren, taught by ACLU-supported teacher’s-union members don’t know that, or the difference (see separate sidebar, this issue). “Meet leaders of the Trump Resistance,” the invite says. The gloves are off. For that group, “There’s nine amendments in their Bill of Rights.” (From the Cartridge Family Band song ACLU, 2001.) Even then we knew.

“A Little Girl Told Me”

The excuse many so-called “gun-control” advocates use, especially when they talk about women owning guns, is that poor, weaker “little girls” really shouldn’t be trying to take their own safety into their own hands. They should stand by and wait for the big strong policeman (policerperson?) to come to their rescue. Of all the sexist, misogynist claptrap the tolerant leftists throw at us, that pile of trash tops the heap.

Deception With Lies—And Omissions

Anti-gun-rights people are highly susceptible to false statements and bad logic, for reasons even the Moyel in his great wisdom doesn’t fully comprehend. For example, this article of anti-rights faith, “Guns are only for killing people,” describes the illegal use of guns. Arbitrarily killing people is and has always been forbidden, among the most heinous of crimes. “Guns are for protecting people against being killed.” That’s among the most righteous things you can do with guns—and typically omitted. That’s what guns are for. Guns are best when they are never lethally used, and always ready. Somehow, this never makes the so-called “news.”

Congrats to Hornady

New York state governor Andrew Cuomo, in a fit of left-wing socialism, decided to attack the NRA by declaring all N.Y. financial institutions unfit to deal with it—the world’s largest gun-safety organization. In response, ammo maker Hornady, a premier provider to law-enforcement agencies, declared they will no longer sell ammunition to any N.Y. state agency, calling their actions, “one of the most despicable acts ever perpetrated by any state.” Cuomo may hate guns, but his state buys a lot of ammo.

JPFO Has a Mission

Let me remind you of JPFO’s Mission Statement: 1 – Destroy so-called “gun control” (code words for disarming innocent people); 2 – Expose the misguided notions that lead people to seek out so-called “gun control;” 3 – Encourage Americans to understand and defend all of the Bill of Rights for all citizens. The Second Amendment is the “Guardian” of the Bill of Rights.

A Reader Writes:

“The main problem I have with self-defense groups are the negative ‘militia’ connotations that folks like the Southern Poverty Law Center attach to many of them. The legitimate ‘Block Watch’ programs and police and sheriff’s department reserves are one thing, but the George Zimmermans of the world have forever stained anything not under the auspices of government. The Guardian Angels, Black Panthers, Deacons of Defense, et al quickly become cults of personality and nothing good comes out of that. Better to be an armed individual protecting your family and friends. Nothing more.”

The Moyel asks, what do you think? Maybe it’s the Southern Poverty Flaw Center. . . .

A State Legislator Writes:

(We were invited to speak at a school, but the Kids March foiled that.) “I asked for a new invitation, but have not received it. It may come up next semester, when the new school year kicks off. If so, or if something presents during the summer, I will call. These kids seem brainwashed, and in talking to others who are not, they tell me they simply need to grow out of it.”

The Moyel asks, are they brainwashed?

Will Legislation Save the Schools?

The Moyel believes writing pieces of paper in legislatures will not stop or even address the psycho-homicidal children problem. A reader writes with a more practical answer: “Harden the entrances to stop anyone bringing any type of weapon to schools. Provide more resource officers that are armed. And parents—talk to your children! Become aware of their feelings, hates and concerns. Be aware, just talk with them, take interest in their friends, their futures and how they are doing on a daily basis.” – John H.

The Moyel asks, what do you think?

Moyel, n. the person who performs a circumcision.
You Are The Soldier
by Richard Busch, JPFO Life Member

Our nation and culture are seriously at war, a hugely uncivil Civil War. Not North and South this time, but progressive and conservative, left and right, with many of us in various degrees of a confused middle, including many horribly uninformed. The fact is, the interpretation and continuity of our Second Amendment rights are danging with the uncertainty of the next election cycle. The Second Amendment world as we know it, absolutely legal as we constitutionally see it, could conceivably change (G-d forbid) in any future multiple of two and four years.

Informed people like you and me are literally fighting for our gun-rights lives, our constitutional freedoms. We know exactly what the progressives want. At the very least, rules, regulations, impossible limits and high fees on virtually everything—that will only restrict law-abiding citizens, in the false name of saving us.

**Bad and evil people will keep right on being bad and evil, and fully armed, that won’t change.**

Understand that they really want us to give up. If they get their way entirely, it means total confiscation of our arms. Keep in mind, bad and evil people will keep right on being bad and evil, and fully armed, that won’t change, or even be affected by the leftist plans. The leftists don’t understand that. And the evil-doers can weaponize anything.

The progressive masks are off, they have publicly stated their position, and bask in it. They want us to turn in those evil guns, for the “greater good.” And if we don’t “because we are heartless and don’t love and wish to protect our children,” they will falsely label us as evil and hope to win enough votes to steal our rights, “for the greater good!”

Are they our only enemy? NO! Our other enemy is even harder to swallow, if that’s possible. So who is it? It’s us. It is We The People, who are naive and complacent. It’s way too many of us who are too lazy to get involved, or refuse to get it. Apathy is a political cancer! Sending e-mails to our Second Amendment friends, or “liking” a post is a feel-good vent, a behavior to spend a few minutes on each day. But it changes nothing, or too little to measure. How will it accomplish anything and further the struggle to preserve, protect and defend our G-d given and constitutional rights? It will not.

**What America needs is you.**

Not the next person—you, so a much higher percentage of people actually get involved and politically active. Who are your senators and representatives? You don’t know or have their contact info handy? Stop reading my column right now, and find out. I’ll wait.

OK, you’re back. Contact those people, let them know who you are, and let them know what is important to you, and why. Believe me, the other side does not believe you’ll do that, but they will, and they are working very hard against you and against what you believe in! They’re active, and know their reps. You—yes you—must become politically active! Actually go out and support candidates who believe in and will vote for Second Amendment bills. I know, you don’t know who they are. Your local gun-rights group knows. Stop reading my column right now, find them, and ask. I’ll wait.

Support those gun-rights groups, and that’s even easier than dealing with the pols. Make yourself known to the leaders, and offer your time, not just money (including JPFO!). Meet the politicians’ staff—that’s where the action and influence really is. They have time, and can meet you. Once you have access, you start having influence. Do you want to do something, or just gripe?

Here’s a hard one, but you’ll be able to spread this to your fellow gun-owners: Figure out which candidates and politicians did not drink the Kool-Aid and will not support deceptive so-called “gun control” (really people control) laws that only punish law-abiding citizens instead going after evil people who will never follow the law. Bureaucratic and political hacks who fail time after time have to be identified and pointed out, to avoid the most tragic consequences possible. You can help do that.

The other side is all ginned up and fast at work to beat us. They play dirty and they mean business! What have you done recently to get involved, to help the cause, to make a difference and really matter? Remember, apathy is our enemy. Someone else will not do it. Get a supply of JPFO literature ready to pass out at any meeting you attend, 800-869-1884, and more for good candidates you’ve identified. Elections do matter. Donate some money, that helps too, and it’s easy.

It all comes down to this. The Confiscation Clock is ticking. The difference between winning and losing is often just a handful of votes. You’re only one person—but so is everyone. You are the difference. The world belongs to the people who show up. We are at war. Stop reading my column and show up.

If not you, who?
If not now, when?
—Hillel The Elder

**A Reader Writes:**

“I left the mental health field in 2003, because it was dysfunctional for the clients and the staff. Workable, reasonable proposals to deal with the small subset of mentally ill persons who are committing 50% of mass murders would not be that hard, if people in charge were receptive. They aren’t. The percentages may be much higher, many, maybe most are on psychoactive drugs. The info is publicly available, someone needs to do the legwork, if it isn’t already done deep within government somewhere (and hidden from view). It is no secret the mental health system and criminal justice system are both broken, and the nation is suffering because of this. We need to face this fact candidly. States are passing so-called “red flag” laws, a bad fix to a serious problem (six so far, 22 more trying). Granting power to virtually anyone, so they can “declare” you unfit to bear your own arms in court, and then leaving you loose in public may not be the worst thing society can do, but it’s certainly on the top ten list.”

(Name withheld on request)
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fortified by the Second Amendment.

They know that Americans living in the heartland will never submit to the “scientific” visions of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, including a single class of proletarians, extinguishment of religion, elimination of the nuclear family, government indoctrination of children, confiscation of private property, and the rest of the socialist dream world.

Leftists realize that only independent and armed Americans can resist their cherished secular utopia, which is why they must completely confiscate all tools of armed resistance. Senator Diane Feinstein said, “Mr. and Mrs. America, turn them all in.” Yes, she was only referring to “assault weapons,” but her definition of that (in her latest bill) is guns with a magazine and a grip. Yes, a grip. Honesty is not her strong suit.

Slow But Steady

Yet, they do not want a civil war or insurrection, which they may lose. Thus, they are patient and incremental, confiscating firearms quietly not to spook the unsuspecting frogs being slowly boiled in the pot. If every day, armed officers and SWAT teams nationwide knock on only 100 doors and confiscate all firearms under pretexts, ranging from “crazy” and “feared by spouse, partner or significant other” to “addled” and “marijuana card holder,” a serious dent in civilian-held firearms can be made in five years.

Added in their minds now includes social-security recipients with financial advisors handling their checkbooks. Crazy means you take drugs advertised on TV. Dangerous includes if your former roommate reports you (“red flag” laws), and marijuana cards—now promoted on billboards where you can no longer pitch beer—means your rights evaporate like beer suds.

The leftists’ biggest problem may be there are approximately 350 million privately-held firearms in America, but federal, state and local governments do not know which firearms are owned by which current owner. To confiscate all firearms from civilian hands, the gun grabbers must know precisely who currently owns and possesses each firearm. Some people own only one firearm and their disarmament is relatively simple and easy. Others have multiple firearms that, even if many are confiscated, leaves firearms remaining that will still allow effective armed resistance to the perfect progressive utopia.

Many guileless, gun-owning, law-and-order Elmer Fudds argue that governments must register and license firearms, it’s only common sense. We’ll weed out the criminal, irresponsible and inept, just as they do with bad automobile drivers, to stop mass murder and crime. These trusting souls would greatly benefit from carefully reading Edwin Black’s eye-opening book IBM and the Holocaust.

Using IBM’s primitive 1930s card-punch technology, Nazi Germany extracted from census information of territories it controlled exactly who was Jewish or had just one Jewish grandparent. Thus, the Nazi stormtroopers knew exactly who to disarm and who to put on the one-way trains to the concentration camps. Computers are exponentially better and faster now.

The Second Amendment will be preserved for future generations—or irretrievably lost—through “common sense” universal gun registration. Leftist gun-grabbers certainly know this, which explains why they shrilly demand it early, often and always. The Elmer Fudds among us must wake up, stand with us and implacably resist the deafening leftist crescendo for gun registration, especially under the deceptive guise of gun-show loopholes, or the Second Amendment and all it protects will be lost forever.
Rape and the Right to Arms

“One in five women will be raped at some point in their lives.” (Source: CDC, 2010)

by Beth Terry

I was one of them.

Not only have I been raped, I’ve been grabbed, fondled, pushed against a wall, approached in a parking garage (twice), followed and stalked.

Was I in dangerous areas? Nope. Was I putting myself into bad areas or sketchy situations? No again. Was I acting “inappropriately?” No.

Because I have no illusions about the bad guys out there, I have learned how to stand up for myself: how to walk tall with purpose and strength; how to use self defense; how to be aware at all times; how to deflect advances. And, perhaps most importantly, I know how to handle several different kinds of weapons.

When I was slammed against the wall, the jerk found himself with a knife pressed against his family jewels and he made a wise decision to put his hands in the air and get the hell outta Dodge. When a would-be carjacker jumped in my (stupidly) unlocked passenger door as I started to pull out of a parking lot, all it took was a show of my weapon. I didn’t have to point it at him.

Because we have great gun laws in Arizona, I’m able to go to the range any time and work out with my tools of self-defense. I’m comfortable around guns. I know how different ones sound when they go off. I know what they can and cannot do. I respect them and I know the rules of carrying. I notice I’m more aware and respectful of others when I’m carrying. It’s not just because I don’t ever want to have to kill another human being. I hope I never do. It’s also the hassle factor: No blood, no paperwork.

Here’s a question to the so-called “gun-control” advocates: Why on Earth would you not want the women in your lives to be safe and protect themselves? Do you not love them? Do you believe you will always be there to protect them? Why would you leave 50% of the population unable to use one of the most effective forms of defense?

My self-defense instructor said the women he teaches are actually better shots than men. A woman’s built-in fine-motor skills work to her advantage with guns. Our average size and weaker muscles work against us—which is one of the reasons we are targets, and why a gun is a wonderful equalizer.

If you love your sister, your mom, your daughter, your wife, your girlfriend and your female friends, you would make sure they could take care of themselves when you aren’t around. Pay for self-defense lessons, buy them weapons training, and get them a gun. Encourage them to get themselves a gun.

If you are an enabler and need members of the “weaker sex” to be dependent upon you, or if you are too insecure to have them better armed, then don’t. But then don’t count on them having your back when you need them.

It means standing up to the darkest of powers, the most evil of evil people. The world rulers, the masters of humanity, who would lord it over you, tell you how to live and what you can and cannot do, they are where evil lives. A Chuck Schumer, a Dianne Feinstein and their allies who would summarily disarm you, while they remain constantly heavily armed by hired thugs, they are the ones who should feel crushed by overwhelming guilt. They do not.

Without this stunning guaranteed personal right to arms, which no other place on Earth possesses, America could not be what it is. In our Founders’ genius and insight, they created what you and I could do to pursue the most robust and splendid course of political action imaginable. It is one you can join in with us.

These children now running loose, legitimately terrified for their lives thanks to psychopaths running loose, these kids would ignorantly disarm you in a false hope of creating safety. They are among the greatest threat to everyone’s safety we may have ever faced. They don't understand this. And they are being used by evil manipulators hoping to accomplish an insidious goal for which they have been thwarted for decades. It is a malevolent plan without equal.

If not for guns, Europe would be speaking German. Without a robust right to arms, there would be no Israel. The despotic Arabs and Muslim nations would wipe Israel off the map, this is their unholy promise, stopped only by the force of arms. Where are any armed minions of “the religion of peace” opposing that pernicious threat? Nowhere to be found.

Wake up, mass media. What magic makes America immune to such intolerance? Who in the democrat party, the ones preaching tolerance and inclusion, is arguing loudly, or at all, for arming the rape victim? Nowhere to be found. Wake up, mass media. Wake up “progressive” America. Wake up to the highest political calling there is—indepen dent self-reliance with the power to act. Communist dictator Mao correctly said power comes from the barrel of a gun. Power to the people, right on.
From The “Wayback Machine”

JPFO Founder Aaron Zelman had written to NRA board member Ted Nugent:

“Ted, I’ll join the NRA… When the NRA calls for the complete and unconditional disbanding of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (BATFE). Gun owners should be appalled at the NRA leadership’s incestuous ‘good cop/bad cop’ dance with BATFE. For decades there has been a symbiotic, and liberty threatening, ‘good ole’ boy’ relationship between NRA and BATFE.

“The NRA and BATFE should instead be mortal enemies. The BATFE’s abuses are legion and despicable. These criminal acts crested like a bloody wave with the horrific deceit and treachery the agency displayed at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, and then at Waco, Texas.

“JPFO has produced a documentary about BATFE called The Gang for which you kindly donated footage, showing you teaching teenagers how to use firearms safely. As you know, The Gang is not specifically about Ruby Ridge or Waco, it’s about how, with deliberate regularity, BATFE criminally harasses honest gun owners.

“Did you know that, back during the Administration of Ronald Reagan, President Reagan actually wanted to dismantle the then BATF? Who stopped him? The NRA! The NRA has publicly stated that it wants to ‘work with’ BATFE to punish the criminal use of guns. We don’t need these bucket-headed, jack-booted paramilitary goons playing cops in our lives. Let the local police, county sheriff, state police, or the FBI, do what they were assigned and sworn to do in the first place. On top of that, tobacco is a drug. Alcohol is a drug. Give that authority to the FDA. Explosives? Wasn’t that an FBI specialty already? And then there’s the firearms. This means ‘gun control,’ and every single threat to our freedom that comes along with it.”

JPFO is reprinting Aaron’s letter, one item at a time, to remind us of his morally straight, no-compromise position in this era of shifting loyalties and values.

Pressure on the hands is enormous. Anti-rights advocates are marshalling their forces for a big push toward gun confiscations, limitations, infringements, with novel new approaches, new allies, and invigorated media, school children, fresh legal approaches, marches. Pro-rights forces have their heels dug in, new converts signing up daily, women coming on board in droves, determination at new highs as they feel the pressure from anti-rights advocates. Every widely publicized psychotic mass murderer and inner city statistical nightmare increases the pressures, while defensive gun uses keep mounting but get little public attention with media suppression running full bore. Social media giants are aligned against gun rights and free speech, but they’ve been discovered and are taking enormous heat. Neither side has a decided advantage, and the clock has not budged. The November election looms as a massive factor.
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JEWS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF FIREARMS OWNERSHIP
12500 N.E. Tenth Place • Bellevue, WA 98005 • jpfo.org • (800) 869-1884 • info@jpfo.org

Yes, I agree that Jews for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership deserves the support of freedom-loving Americans who cherish their constitutional right to keep and bear arms. Enclosed is my check or credit-card contribution.

☐ Join or ☐ $25 Annual ☐ $40 Two Year ☐ $55 Three Year ☐ $500 Life
☐ Renew ☐ $30 1-Year Friend of JPFO ☐ $360 Senior Life (over 65 years old)
☐ I want to make automatic contributions of $________ per ☐ Month ☐ Quarter

☐ Donate ☐ $25 ☐ $50 ☐ $100 ☐ $250 ☐ $500 ☐ $________ other

Name ____________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________

City __________________________________________ State ______ Zip Code ______

Card Number ______________________ CVC code __________

Expiration Date __________ Phone Number __________

Name on Credit Card __________________________________________

Email Address __________________________________________

Cardholder’s Signature __________________________________________

Please be as generous as your means will allow.

JPFO is a 501(c)3 organization and donations are 100% deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes. See our website for merchandise and promo you get automatically when you join up with us!

“Don’t have to be Jewish to fight by our side. You just have to love liberty.”

Bill of Rights Sentinel